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Wrongs Make Rights

Having heard a sma~l part of the scandal of the
English royal family, and having heard of the "rhubarbs in the
Supreme Court over the applications of the Bill of Rights,
it seems appropriate to me::r;'ge theth,emes. The connecting
links are the crowned, royal . bastards who did not ·take legal
rights quite "as much for granted . as legitimate cllildren, who
hired good lawYers and " ruled by law.
The first of these was none other than 'William the
Conqueror himself, who ~n his own day was not known as the
Conqueror, . only as William the Bastard. He could neither ~ead
nor write and signed his name ' with 'an X,but he had the two
things which are necessary for a bastard to succeed; he had
stern resolution , and a good lawYer • .
William's father, Robert, Duke of Normandy, died
when William was only seven years old, and by his will made
the little bastard the Duke of Normandy. When William was
13, his cousin, Edward the Confessor, became King of England
and nominated William to succeed him as king.
How William survived to manhood is a long story by
itself, but in his late teens, William took charge of
Normandy with a heavy hand, and within a few years' time,
Normandy had become the most prosperous and best administered
political unit in all of Europe.
William's first brush with the law came when William
wanted to marry Matilde, the daughter of the Duke of Flanders~
The Pope opposed and was supported locally by Bishop Lanfranc,
a Lombard from Pavia, who had become the most famous lawYer
in Northern Italy, then migrated to Normandy where he entered
the church. He was a lawYer first and bishop second.
William's marital case did not have a chance when oppp sed
by the Pope and Lanfranc. So he hired Lanfranc as his own
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lawyer, and Lanfranc persuaded the Pope to consent to the
marriage.
This was the beginning of the thirty year partnership of a bold and resolute sovereign and an omnipresent,
far-sighted and sagacious lawyer.
Edward the Confessor, King of England, died in
January, 1066; and Earl Harold Godwine, in breach of his
promise to William and in contradiction of Edward's wishes,
seized the throne and had himself crowned King of England
the day after the Confessor died.
This dastardly deed r equired
retribution, so William set about cutting down large oak
forests to build stout ships to take his Norse horsemen to
England. William landed at Pevensy, defeated Harold at
Hastings, and was crowned as the lawful king at Westminster
on Christmas Day, 1066.
The next problem was how to organize and govern a
sprawling, sparsely inhabited land which, nevertheless, contained about two million souls, with a police force of only
about 5,000 Norman knights.

First of all, William took an oath as king in which
he swore that he would govern as a lawful sovereign according
to the English law. He limited the number of castles which
his nobles could er@ct. He instituted the jury system to
determine the local law, and he established the king's peace.
The latter was the secret of William's success.
In , common
terms, the king's peace simply means that the lazy are now
allowed to rob the industrious.
Slavery was abolished, and
although' the plight of the common man may have left much to
be desired by t o day's standards, the lot of the common Englishman
compared favorably with that of his counterpart anywhere in
Europe as to material prosperity, human freedom and individual
rights.
True, everybody had defined duties, but the law
limited whimsical authoritarianism to a degree unknown elsewhere. William"s entire reign was dominated by the legal
thinking of Lanfranc.
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During the succeeding centuries, there were great
law kings such as Henry I,Henry II, Edward I; and the kings
who failed to recognize the growing legal framework of government came to grief.
In the long and picturesque line of
monarchs, none had had more cause to ponder legal rights than
y oung Elizabeth Tudor on a November day in 1558, Her elder,
legitimate, Catholic sister, Queen Mary of breakfast fare
fame, was dying, and she had been named by her father's
proclamation and the Act of Succession of Parliament to succeed
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Mary to the throne.
The only hitch was that England at the
time was an orthodox Catholic country, and hence she, Elizabeth
Tudor, was no better than the bastard child of Harry the
Eigth and his notorious whore, Anne Boleyn.
Someone might
try to get techni c al. However, this worldly wise young woman
had taken the precauti on of doing the smartest thing that any
man or woman can do at any stage of his or her life.
She
emulated the bastard Conqueror and hired a damn good lawyer.
The man of her choice was William Cecil, a London
lawyer who served her as Lord Burley until his death 38
years later, and whose descendants continued to serve the
crown down late into the .reign of Queen Victoria. Here again,
we find a partnership between a strong willed sovereign and
a sagacious legal advisor.
William Cecil attended to matters promptly and in
appropriate order of their importance. He had Elizabeth
crowned queen in Westminster Abbey, then had parliament pass
a statute declaring England Protestant and Elizabeth legitimate.
But even before attending to these essentials, Cecil took
up with the young queen the state of the law in her realm.
He persuaded her to raise the salaries of the judges of the
Queen's bench to attain and retain better lawyers. Elizabeth
acceded to his wish and admonished the .judges, "Have a care
over my people . . . they are ~ people. Every man oppresseth
them and spoileth them without mercy.
They cannot revenge
their quarrel nor help themselves.
See unto them, see unto
them, for . they are my charge".
These judges protected the people so well that
their land became known as "Merrie England".
I have not looked up the names of Queen Elizabeth's
judges, but I rather suspect that their remote descendants
have names such as Black and White and Clark and Warren and
Stewart and Douglas and Harlan.
The .ethnic tradition of the
English Constitution was incorporated into our own Constitution,
where it has always been idealized, but only of late realized
in the controversial Supreme Court decisions.
We seem to be now living in a world which is becoming more and more bureaucratic and authoritarian, and
hence, I do not take alarm when Black and White split hairs
over the precise rights of the individual, be he accused or
not. After all, Miranda and its companion decisions have
loosed on our streets fewer criminals than the parole boards
turn loose every day of the working week. The freedom and
privacy of the individual are threatened from every quarter,
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except the Supreme Oourt, and authoritarianism is accepted
throughout most of the world.
Our own ethnic heritage of individual freedom was
worked out through generations of English history, not as a
monument to idealism, but as a practical system which eli~s
the best from men.
I still believe in it.
I don't know whom
I'll vote for in 1968, but it's high time for another bastard
with a smart lawyer, who know how things work best.
Edmund P. Wood

2
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Five to Four and Fight

Recent decisions by a divided Supreme Oourt on
significant issues have embittered a strong segment of our
society.
In a fighting mood, organizations are attempting
to initiat e a call by the Oongress for the first National
Oonstitutional Oonvention since the Oonstitution was written.
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The movement for a Constitutional Oonvention was
triggered by the "one Iman - one vote" state legislative
apportionment decisions, particularly as applied to the upper
house of bi-cameral legislatures.
These decisions, as the
dissenting opinion states, were "a massive repudiation of the
experience of our whole past". Yet it is · surprising that
the one man - one vote decisions; should have generated a
demand for a Oonventionwhen the circumstances leading to
the New Deal did not produce a Convention.
Once emotion
lends its seat to reason, it becomes clear that, in a
representative democracy, "Legislators represent people, not
trees or acres".
The States view the . Tenth Amendment as a
reservation to the States of all power not delegated to the
Federal government and not expressly denied to the States.
Thus, the one man - one vote rule is regarded as an intrusion
by the Federal government into an area reserved to the States.
However, the States have failed to act in an area reserved
to them, leaving the Federal government, including the
Supreme Oourt, to fill the void.
A significant factor in the movement to override
Supreme Court decisions through amendment of the Constitution
is th e frequency of five to four decisions on the most sensitive
issues. The average citizen thinks of law as a black letter
rule which any judge knows and can apply.
If the decision
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is unanimous, the citizen is inclined to accept it. However,
if the Supreme Court is div~ded, the citizen questions
whether the decision is law. Moreover, the dissenting opinions
often con~ain acrimonious statements regarding the majority
opinion, 's uch as that it lacks common sense. The citizen
is then fortified in his view that the decision is not law.
I

The law for our day is not found carved on a stele
by some ancient god of the law. Judges, like scientists,
doctors and engineers, are problem solvers. Law is the articulation of the principle on which the solution of a
problem is based. Just as all professions apply the lessons
of experience, the judge examines the decisions of other
judges on similar pro'b lems and' applies precedents. However,
if the facts of the caSe -before the judge are different from
prior cases, a novel problem is pose-d and the solution of
it results in a new rule of law. If law were otherwise,
Justicia would suffer on the bed of Procrustes.
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Cases brought before the Supreme Court are the
close cases. Of -those cases brought to the Supreme Court,
only a small percentage can be accepted for decision. These
cases raise issues of greatest concern to society. Under
these circumstances, it would be surprising if the decisions ,
were unanimous. -Rather it is expeGted that the ;more significant
complex and sensitive the problem is, the closer the vote
will be. , However; -restraint by the minority in denigrating
the decision of the majority would be helpful in easing
acceptance of the Supreme Court's decisions ,.
';

.

Critics of the Supreme 00urt refer to it as the
"Warren Court". A common mode of attack on an organization
is to personalize it with the name of an official and then
attack that person. However ; there is nobody on which each
member has more independence of judgment than the Supreme
Court. Tenure dur i ng good behavior is strongly reassuring.
The Chief Justice may suggest a solution to a problem but
so may each Justice. In the end it is one Justice - one vote.
A strong factor behind the movement for a Constitutional Convention is the cumulative aggravation of several
Supreme Court decisions on sensitive issues. The segregation
cases, overruling the "separate but equal" doctrine,
continues to be a thorn in the side of a majority of
Southerners and of many Northerners. Deny~ng enforcement of
restrictive covenants in .deeds to residential property has
raised the spectre of integrated housing. The cases prohibiting
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religious practices in the public schools have convinced
many people that the Supreme Court favors atheism. Decisions
on loyalty-security measures have branded the Supreme Court,
in the eyes of some, as pro-communist.
The exclusion of
confessions obtained from persons, including juveniles, suspected of crime, prior to informing them of their right to
keep silent and to have the benefit of counsel, is regarded
by many as evidence that the Supreme Court is more sensitive
to protection of criminals than of law abiding citizens.
These decisions arise out of difficult problems to
which there is no easy solution. When the great values of
the free society are at stake, we may have to tolerate
interests which we find detestable. There is good reason
supporting each of the Supreme Court's decisions in these
sensitive cases. A free society composed of all races cannot
practice segregation on the basis of race without retarding
domestic progress and risking rupture of harmonious relations
with a world populated largely by dark people. White or
black, a child reared in a segregated environment is not
prepared to accommodate to the realities of a world composed
of many races. Religious practices in public schools are a
concern to a pluralistic society composed of all religions,
agnostics and , atheists.
In the United States there are two
hundred and fifty religions and denominations.
In this context, freedom of religion has come to mean free exercise of
religion by the person and no religi on is to be approved or
disapproved by the State. Traditionally, religious practices
in the schools have reflected the religion of the majority
group.
Since it is .not feasible to accommodate the many
differeni grQups, there is reason in asking that religious
practices be conducted elsewhere. Now that the McCarthy era
is past, the nuclear bomb is held by communist countries,
and our government seeks rapport with some communist countries,
loyalty-security measures are not as significant as they
formerly were. Under a democratic form of government, no thing
is more important than freedom of discussion and inquiry,
which disseminates ideas.
This is of special value to the
majority group in a democratic society because it provides
a basis for testing whether the judgments of the majority
are erroneous.
The impact on successful prosecution of crimes
of the rule excluding confessions obtained before informing
a suspect of his right to remain silent is a debatable subject.
A survey in Los Angeles shows that the rule has not diminished
significantly the percentage of suspects who confess the
crime. On th e other hand, the State's Attorney of New York
City reports that the rule hinders prosecution when there is
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no complaining witness. Assuming that the rule impairs the
opportunity for successful prosecution, the Constitutional
protection against self-incrimination would be an empty
gesture if an admissible confession can be obtained from a
person who lacks knowledge of his right to remain silent.
Moreover, absent the rule, innocent suspects may be subjected
to harassing interrogation and even stronger police measures.
Possibly another factor behind the movement for a
Constitutional Convention is the riots which have plagued
our cities for the past three years.
Bloodshed, fire and
pillage have swept through the Negro ghettos, sometimes in
the wake of inflammatory speeches criticising tokenism in the
achievement of civil rights.
The riots have created an atmosphere of "back-lash" in which amendments to the Constitution
could restrict even further the opportunity of Negroes to
achieve civil rights a~d equality of opportuni,ty.
Article V of the Constitution provides two methods
of amendment to the Constitution. Upon a two-thirds vote of
both houses of Congress, Congress shall propose amendments
to the States for ratification. Upon application by the
Legislatures of two-thirds of the States, the Congress shall
call a Convention for proposing amendments.
The amendments
become effective when ratified by the Legislatures or State
Conventions, as Congress may prescribe, of three-fourths of
the States.
From time to time, a few states have filed applications for a Constitutional Convention but the requisite
two-thirds of the States have never applied. Hence Congress
has never called a Constitutional Convention.
In recent
years, thirty-two of the thirty-four states necessary to
empower Congress to call a Convention have applied.
Thus,
the possibility of a Constitutional Convention in the near
future exists.
The factual context of the submission of the applications is as follows.
Senator Dirksen introduced in the
Congress a proposal that there be submitted to the States
for ratification an amendment authorizing the States to
apportion one house of a bi-cameral legislature on factors
other than population.
The Dirksen proposal failed to obtain
the requisite two-thirds vote of both Houses. All the
applications by the States propose an amendment relating to
state legislative apportionment.
Some favor depriving the
Supreme Court of jurisdiction of apportionment cases, others
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favor authorization of state apportionment of one house of
a bi-cameral legislature on factors other than population
(the Dirksen proposal), and still others do not specify the
form of the state legislative apportionment amendment.
Some
of the applications contain proposals in addition to that
relating . to state legislative apportionment.
Some of the
applicatio~s were presented to the Eighty-eigth, some to the
Eighty-ninth, and some to the Ninetieth Congress.
Some
states resubmitted to each successive Congress; others did
not.
Some applicat i ons were sent to both Houses of Congress,
some to one House, and some to the representatives in Congress
from the applying States. One or more applications cannot
be located . . Most of the apply ing States were malapportioned
when the applications . were transmitted and some of them continue to be malapportioned . .
These circumstances raise a number of problems.
Can all the applications be qualified, or only those submitted
to the same Congre~s, or only those which propose the same
amendment or amendments? Are applications from the malapportioned
states valid? Do the applications limit the subject matter
which may be 90nsider~d at the Convention, or can Congress
limit . the subject matter when it calls the Convention, or
may the delegates propose adoption by ,the States of a ~ew
Cons,t i tuttOp.? What w0111d be the qualificatio~s of the delegates
and . would they be r .epresentative of society? What procedure
would they follow and would it assure an agend~ · controlled
within matters which the people as a whole are desirous of
considering? Does Article V autnorize the Congress to call
a ; CoD-vention, or does, it require tha,t Congress call a Convention: 1J.pon a,pplication of two~t:p.irds of the ' States?
There ar~ no definit~ answers to thes~ questions.
Congress has not enacted legislation implementing Article V.
There never having been a Convention to propose amendments,
the Supreme Court has not had occasion to consider the questions.
While there are a few Supreme Court decisions relating to
the submission · by the Congress of amendments to the States
for ratificatipn, tpese decisions are uncertain guideposts
on the ;r:'oad to the "Gonsti tu·t ional Convention.
Concerned by
the uncerta,inty of the answers to these questions ', and probably feeling that the time for a Constitutional Convention
is not right, the Washington Post has characterized the
prospective Constitutional Convention as a "backdoor assault
on the Constitution".
While overriding the Supreme Court's one man - one
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vote rule would be of questionable merit, a Constitutional
Convention, far from being "a backdoor assault on the Constitution", is the foundation stone of the vocation of selfgovernment.
Our Constitution is a social contract between
free meh.
It is important that the people be encouraged
to participate in Writing their social contract.
The people
have been substantially insulated from such participation.
Thomas Jefferson recommended a Constitutional Convention for
Virginia every natural generation of nineteen years. However,
as the people are unaccustomed to the Constitutional . Convention
and political power is exercised by organizational structures,
procedural safeguards are desirable.
These should protect
against surprise as to calling a Convention, surprise as to
subject matter of the Convention, and capture of the Convention by special interests.
The important safeguards are
that the delegations to the Convention be futly representative,
that the Convention be a highly deliberative body, that the
agenda be controlled to the e~tent of considering matters
of actual, current concern to society, and that the procedure
avoid surprise.
'
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To provide adequate safeg~ards, the Congress should
enact as promptlY , as feasible legtslation implementing Article
V.
The legi~lati6n should prescr.ibe the procedure for the
Convention. ' It' should provide a reasonable time for accumulating the applications from two-thirds of the s tates and
for ratification by thre e -fourths of the states. A seven
year' term for each of the two functions should be reasonable.
At any time before Congress has called a Convention~ a State
should be permitted to withdraw its application. Similarly,
a state which has voted upon an amendment proposed by the
Convention should be able to change its vote at any time before
the amendment has been ratified.
If the applications from
two-thirds of the States request that the subject matter not
be limited, Congress should call an open-ended Convention.
In this connection, it should be noted that the provision
for a Constitutional Convention was included in Article V
because of fear that an oppressive Congress might not propose
amendments for ratification by the States. Moreover, the
requirement of ratification by three~fourths of the States
is a strong safeguard against radical changes. However, if
the applications request a Convention to consider an express
subject or subjects, only such subjects should go on the
agenda as have been requested by two-thirds of the States.
Each state should have control of the qualifications and
constituency of its delegation to the Convention, and, if
amendments proposed by the Convention are to be considered
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by a stat e Convention, the qualifications of members and constituency of the State Convention. However, such State control
should be subject to standards of full and fair representation
of the people of the State, which standards should be included
in the Federal legislation. Moreover, since it is a National
Constitution which is being amended, the Supreme Court should
hav e jurisdiction to review the Federal legislation for fairness and the constituency of State delegations to the
National and State Conventions for representative character.
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The Congress has exercised far too sparingly its
power to propose amendments for ratification by the States.
The principal instrument of change of the Constitution has
been the interpretative opinions of the Supreme Court.
The
Supreme Court is a passive body deciding only cases selected
from among those which litigants bring to it. However, when
the Congress and State Legislatures have failed to solve new
socio-political problems, the Supreme Court has sometimes
filled the void.
This system has worked remarkably well and
the doctrine of interpretation of the Constitution should
continue to be a vital part of the democratic process.
Nevertheless, utilizing the long dormant Constitutional Conventi on would reduce the instances of amendment by interpretation which the Supreme Court has found necessary in the
past. An orderly, fair, reasonable use of the Constitutional
Convention should lead to more timely solution of our national
problems.
Such use of the Convention should change the "Five
to Four and Fight" attitude to the Supreme Court's exercise
of our responsibility to amend the Constitution.
Roscoe L. Barrow
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One Man's Family

Several years ago, one of the radio networks
featured a show called "One Man's Family".
It was a highbrow
soap opera involving the multifarious Barber Family and
starring its patriarch "Father Barber".
Several centuries ago, the English nobility featured
a popular extravanganza which might also have been called
"One Man's Family".
It was a melodramatic soap opera involving the multifarious Plantagenet Family, and originally
starring its patriarch, Henry II, who might well have been
called "Father Plantagenet". This show lasted over three
centuries (without reruns) during which time it starred
thirteen and one-half kings, and two of the most glamorous
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queens since Cleopatra. It featured innumerable wicked uncles,
slaughtered nephews, double-dealers, deviates, and religious
fanatics; everyone larger than life, and twice as colorful.
Even the failures were magnificent.
The subtitle to this Medieval "One Man's Family"
should have been "Can the descendants of a poor Count "of
Anjou find happiness in the wealth and power of the English
throne?" The answer, contrary to the expectations of Twentieth
Century soap opera fans, is a resounding "HELL YES!""
The
boys may not always have been entirely happy ££ the throne,
but they were definitely unhappy anywhere else.
As a matter
of fact, the stampede to climb aboard was so intense that
women were swept aside, and children were frequently trampled
to death.
Henry II of England started life as the Son of
Henry I's daughter, Matilda, and Geoffrey, Count of Anjou.
(This Geoffrey was rumored to be descended from a daughter
of the Devil, so that the family was sometimes referred to
as "The Devil's Brood". Geoffrey's son, our "Father Plantagenet
and most of his descendants seemed to have been strongly
influenced by the rumor, and conducted themselves accordingly.)
He caught the English crown as the result of a fifteen year
fumbling contest between his Mother, Matilda, and her cousin
Stephen, the details of which need not concern "One Man's
Family". Henry married one of the two most glorious women
in English history, Eleanor of Aquitaine, a sort of "Playmate
of the MQnth" with graduate degrees in Love and Music and
the temperament of a nursing tigress.
As he found to hi s
discomfiture she was like New York City: great to visit,
but you wouldn't want to live there. Henry managed to give
-her four sons in passing, as it were, although he also had
a little something on the side down at Woodstock, in the
pers on of Rosamunde Clifford.
(Mother Eleanor never for g ave
him for it either).
Unlike Father Barber, who never made amistake, and
neverlet you forget it, Father Plantagenet, although one of
England's greatest Kings, also made some of its greatest
mistakes. Aside from the Thomas A' Beckett caper (which has
had more re-runs than "Casablanca"), he raised his oldest
son Henry to a c o-kingship which caused all sorts of trouble,
and in one way or another alienated his other sons, Richard,
Geoffrey, and John.
Finally, his sons and his wife ganged
up on him, and beat him in the field.
He died in 1189,
mumbling "Shame, shame, upon a conquered King", which should
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have been adopted as the family war-cry.
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Henry's oldest son, and sometime co-ruler, having
predeceased him, the next at bat was his second son,
Richard I, a beautiful golden-haired hunk of man who seems
to have had more admiration for his mother than is usual
for a grown-up. All he did for England was drain it of wealth
to support his Crusade. This Crusade !got a great press from
his mother's troubadors and produced a few fringe benefits
in the culture department; otherwise it was pretty much of
a drag.
(It also inspired one of the all time great puns,
t o wit: Richard was always rushing off to the Mediterranean
and the South of France and was therefore called "Richard
Gare De Lyons".) Perhaps the most revealing comment on
Richard as a King, however, was his English nickname "Richard
Yea and Nay".
Richards' youngest brother John got the throne next.
In the best wicked uncle style he knocked off little Arthur,
son of John's deceased older brother Geoffrey. Bad as John
was, he had the true Plantagenet flamboyance. He lost most
of the family's .mainland holdings, had a lOSing battle with
the Pope and finally lost a wagon train with the crown
jewels in the East Anglian Bay known as The Wash. It is not
true that he fled back to London shouting "It will all come
out in the Wash", but what an angle for a soap opera!
John's son Henry III came on at age nine, and
although he reigned after a fashion for 56 years, the strain
of getting to the top so early apparently took a lot out
of him. ' (He was nicknamed "The Builder" because of what he
did to Westminster Abbey, and "The Weathercock King" for
what he did to public policy.) Like Richard II and Henry
VI, the other Plantagenet boy-kings, he never really got
into gear. Henry III had male French favorites and constant
wars with the Barons. Of all the Plantagenets, only Henry
VI was a weaker King, but he got an even earlier start.
The next three Kings, all Edwards, are like a be~-~ach
party sandwich: two great hard gritty slabs surrounding a
pitiful little sliver of limp cheese. Edward land Edward ]1
were two of England'S greatest Kings. Both were warriors
and statesmen; strong, overbearing, proud and full of the
confidence that breeds success, although Edward III was an
unusually obsessive spendthrift~
Edward II, however, was weak, indecisive, as
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addicted to foreign favorites as Henry III, and he gave the
impression of being excessively attached, shall we say, to
some of them. As Shakespeare said in a different sense of
someone else: "Nothing became his life like the leaving of
it". Modern theory holds that he was murdered witha red hot
poker in a particularly nasty way, and ,his screams were
reportedly heard for miles. So even one of the limpest of
One Man's Family fanally had a dramatic moment. '
Edward III had several sons, and like Henry II he
outlived the oldest one, called Edward The Black Prince.
Like Richard Coeur de Lion, the Black Prince seemed to prefer
battles to women, but he eventually 'married Joan, the Fair
Maid of Kent, one of the more succulent Plantqgents-bymarriage. Joan bore him Richard II, the next of the boy-kings.
Richard was not as bad ashis reputation, and in fairness to
him, he had plenty of wicked uncle trouble in his early years.
First, John of Gaunt, an undeservedly famous ' non-royal
Plantagenet, and later Thomas of Woodstock, 'a grizzly bear
whose braiN was smaller than -his ' ambition, tried to control
Richard. ' He managed to ho~dout against the uncles, but
John'S son Henry Bolingbroke finally 'got to him, and it is
gensrally believed t that ~ichard was allowed to starve ,to
death iN Pontefract (Pomfry) Castle.
Richard, like Henry III 'and Edward II, had gentlemen
favorites, so it has been suggested that at Plantagenet
Place fairy princes did 'not necessarily live happily ever
after.
John of Gaunt, besides being the wealthiest and
most unpopular nobleman in England, was Earl of Darby,
Lincoln & Leistershire, and , First Duke of Lancaster. His son,
grandson and great grandson, Henry s IV, V, and VI, were
therefore, called the 'Lancastrian Kings.
Henry IV spent
his fourteen years on the throne trying to consolidate
support for his power grab from Richard. Henry V diverted
and unified the nation by swooping back into France in a
drive to consolidate the Plantagent holdings on the continent.
He died young, with his dream of empire unfulfilled. His
infant son, Henry VI, was on and off the throne for almost
forty years. Like his maternal grandfather, Charles VI of
France, he was a part-time madman ;, but he added his own flourish
by spending his sane moments as a religious zealot. His wife,
Margaret of Anjou, was the second of the dazzling queens of
England. A Plantagenet by temperament, as well as by marriage,
she took the fieldinHenry's stead, plotted and ruled for him,
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and even had male favorites for him.
She was excessively
beautiful and dressed fit to kill, especially in the battle
scenes.
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However, Margaret could not hold back the tide
forever.
An incompetent King on the thron e was always an
open invitation to plotting and insurrection.
(The Yorkists,
the White Rose faction of the Wars of the Roses, led the
opposition to Queen Margaret and the Red Roses of Lancaster.
They claimed the right to the crown by descent from Philippa,
daughter of Lionel, second son of Edward III, while the Lancastrians' claim was through John of Gaunt, the third son.)
The wars of the Roses raged on over the prostrate form of
Henry VI until he finally died.
The Duke of York then mounted
the throne as Edward IV and ruled fairly competently but with
Plantagenet extravagance and fanfare for twenty-two years.
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Again the wicked uncle story pops up.
Edward IV
left two sons, the older of whom (also an Edward) was fourteen,
which was the same age as Richard II when Richard rode out
to face down the Watt Tyler rebellion.
By the One Man's
Family count;, this new Edward is the "Half-king" of the thirteen
and one-half Plantagenets, sticking around only long enough
to pick up his Roman Numeral Five. He then disappeared into
the Tower of London and became one of the so called "Little
Princes of the Tower~.
Tudor historians tell us that they
were murdered by their wicked uncle Richard III, younger
brother of Edward . IV.
This claim has been hotly disputed
and has been released as a separate thriller series called
"Edward's Other Murderer". Even Plantagenet mysteries are
on a grand scale.
'
The end of One Man's Family is at hand.
One Henry
Tudor was the grandson of Henry V's French widow who either
marri e d or didn't marry Henry Tudor's grandfather, a Welsh
Courtier of Henry V. Henry Tudor pulled down Richard III by
a combination of treachery and shrewd propaganda. Richard
died gallantly on Bosworth Field in the best Plantagenet
style, the last King from the line of Father Henry II.
With Richard Ill's demise, three hundred and thirtyone years of high color and adventure, extravagance and sheer
glory came to an end.
The name "Plantagenet" was taken from
the family badge: the broom plant or "plante de genet".
The
motto of this turbulent house might well have b een "A new
broom sweeps clean".
(Every man who got his hands on the
crown set his course in his own direction, and ruled or fumbled
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with virtuosity in disregard of all that had gone before.)
Almost every new reign was accompanied by a tidying-up of
unsuccessful claimants, and if big operators like Bolingbroke
or the Dukes of York escaped the tidying up, they came back
post haste with new brooms of their own.
(Besides new brooms, the Plantagenets had style,
flair and class, bred in the bone from the days of Father
Henry II and Mother Eleanor.
None of the other royal families
Hanover, Stuart or Tudor - had the same touch.
Henry VIII
of the Tudors had a little of it, but after all, he was a
Plantagenet on his mother's side.)

I

II

Although the historical validity of forcing all
the Plantagenets into a family mold is debatable, their
dramatic value as a family is linsurpassed. Will Shakespeare,
who was creating commercial soap operas even before the invention of commercial soap, wrote nine plays ~bout them between one-third and one-fourth of his total output.
Open
any of his historical plays at random, read one page, and
imagine an unctious announcer telling us what has gone
before, asking asinine rhetorical questions about what will
happen tomorrow and ending with an explanation of how the New
Improved Potash and Hogfat will brighten your jerkins.
Considered as soap opera, the original Father Henry would
run Father Barber right off the air.
So much for One Man's Family.
Frank G. Davis
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YOU'RE A GOOD MAN CHARLIE BROWN
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TAYLOR ASBURY

The title of a musical which has been playing in
San Francisco serves to introduce our subject for this
evening.
"You're a Good Man Charlie Brown" opened about six
months ago and has played to sell-out crowds ever since. A
second production has recently opened off Broadway, in New
York City, also to record crowds. There are only six players
in the production and they represent the most popular characters from the comic strip, "Peanuts", which is authorE?d
by Charles M. Schulz.
I doubt that there are many present,
even in this august group, who are not at least somewhat
familiar with Charlie Brown, Linus, Lucy, Snoopy, Schro$der,
and the little girl with red hair.
My family enjoyed the performance of this excellent
play one night last summer in San Francisco.
It consisted
of a series of sketches based on the best of "Peanuts", so
named because all the characters are small, mostly children,
plus Charlie Brown's faithful dog, Snoopy.
They are all
portrayed by young adults, with the play enacted upon a
nearly bare stage, except for several boxes which are the
only props.
One O:E the boxes. is Snoopy's dog house, which
is so constructed that even the 25 year old actor who plays
Snoopy., can lie on top o~ it,as SnoGpy so often does during
his meditations ~ Despite an age spread in our family from
42 down to 7, all of us maintained our interest throughout
this fast-moving ninety minute performance. Who could fail
to appreciate Snoopy, deliriously happy at chow time, and
singing a song entitled "Suppertime", while dancing a proverbial ~ogs jig.
Char'l ie Brown is seen in his familiar role of
futility as he attempts to help his team win a baseball game.
Behind by one run in the last inning, Charlie comes to bat
with a man on third base.
It is strike one, strike two,
and strike three, ending the game and heralding the signal
for his disappointed teammates to complete Charlie's misery
by showering him with biting taunts and insults.
The ring
leader, of course, is Lucy, who sums it up by saying, "Charlie
Brown, you're just a born loser".
Lucy shows another Side of her complex personality
in a skit which depicts her displeasure with her mother, who
has just cancelled her birthday party for some disciplinary
reason.
"And now you say that I cannot have a birthday
party; it's not fair".
Her little brother, Linus, points
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out that Lucy isnot using the right strategy with her mother,
by telling her that the more she fusses, the worse off she'll
be. "Why not admit it was all your own fault; why not go up
to Mom and say, 'I'm sorry, dear Mother, I admit I have been
bad and you were right to cancel my party. From now on, I
shall be good'. That's much better than ranting and raving,
which will get you nowhere". Lucy strikes a pensive pose
as if she is seriously considering her younger brother's
suggestion. There follows several moments of silence, when
suddenly her expression changes and Lucy bellows. "I'd
rather die!! !".
In another scene, Lucy tells Charlie Brown that
she sometimes gets discouraged. Charlie replies, "Life does
have its ups and downs and you just have to accept them".
"But why, why should I, why can't my life be -all ups? I
want all ups, why can't I have them? Why can't I just move
from one up to another up? I don't want any downs, just one
up after another". Charlie registers his disgust by employing
his favorite e4,:pression, "Good grief!".
Lucy can also be quite forceful as is shown when
she says, "I'll get you Charlie Brown. I'll get you. I'll
knock your block off". Charlie, properly concerned, says,
"Wait a minute, ho:id everything, we should not carryon like
this. We have no right to act like this. The world is
filled withproQlems, people nurting other people. If we as
children can't solve our relatively minor problems, how can
we expect grownups to solve the big ones?" Just at that
moment, Lucy suddenly knocks him flat, after which she
explains to a playmate, "I had to hit him qu~ck, he was
beginning to make sense".
Lucy turns her invective on Charlie Brown frequently,
and this exchange typifies a theme seen frequently in the
strip. "The trouble with you, Charlie BroWJ;l, is that you
are weak and spineless and wishy-washy". Linus, overhearing
this, tries to console Charlie by saying, "She really takes
you apart, doesn't she? Uh, huh, step by step, line by line,
and verse by verse". Linus concludes, "You ~ a victim of
higher criticism".
One of the recurrent episodes of the cartoon, is
humorously enacted by Snoopy, .who flies, his doghouse in
pursuit of the World War I German flying ace, Red Barron,
while yelling, "I'll get you, Red Barron, I'll get you this
time". The inevitable happens, Snoopy is again shot down
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and unheroically sniffs his way home through enemy lines.
In another sequence, Linus suffers the eternal role
of the put-upon younger brother.
"Look at this cartoon,
Lucy, and tell me if you think it's funny".
Lucy says, looking
at it carefully, "Who drew it?", "I did", he says proudly.
"Then", says Lucy, "I don't think it's funny ".
Linus philosophizes, "Big sisters are the crabgrass in the lawn of
life" .
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Charlie Brown observes that he thinks it's disgraceful the way Lucy and Linus fight all the time.
"You're
really lucky you have each other. Brothers and sisters should
learn to get along". With a smirk on her face, Lucy says,
"You're right, Charlie Brown, your little speech has opened
my eyes", after which she 'goes off-stage emitting a loud
cynical belly laugh.
The subject of theology is touched upon, as Linus
asks Lucy, "Do you ever pray"?, Lucy -retorts, "That's a
kind of a personal question, isn't it? Are you trying to
start an argument? I suppose you think you're pretty smart".
Ana then Linus is seen trlidging off, clutching his ever-present
securi ty blanket, to tell Charlie Brown, "ReligiQ:m is a very
touchy subject".
The versatile Lucy is seen at her psych~atric stand.
Charlie, seeking advice, asks, "Can I help it if I feel
lonely and depressed?" To whioh Luoy oounsels, "This is
ridiculous, you should be ashamed of yourself, Charlie Brown.
You've got the whole world to live in, there is beauty all
around you, there are things to do, great things to be
accomplished. No man trods this earth alone; we are all
together, one generation taking up where the other generations
left off". Admonished, Charlie replies, IJyou' re right, Lucy,
you're right, I realize now that I am not tired of this world,
I am not alone, I do have friends"; and Lucy, the ever-present
needler, says, "Name one".
These sketches from the play, like his strips, show
the wide variety of subject matter and the frequent everyday
message passed on, be it concerning philosophy, psychiatry,
theology, or just plain human relations.
I first met Charles Schulz some years ago through
a mutual eye doctor friend, who is also an avid golf player.
We played in a foursome one day at the Santa Rosa California
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Country Club, where "Sparky", as he is known to his friends,
is a member. He is a shy and retiring person and a look at
his background gives us some insight into the motivation for
his comic strip. He was , born 44 years ago in Minneapolis,
and acquired, as an infant, the nickname "Sparky", after the
rambunctious blanket-draped horse in the comic strip, Barney
Google.
As a boy, Sparky ~as an avid comic book reader and
very early was sketching cartoons of his own. He had a dog,
named "Spike", who is the forerunner and prototype of the
Snoopy of today. He remembers Spike as "the smartest dog
there ever was". He claims to have been able to command
h-im to go down to the basement and fetch a potato, whereupon
Spike would disappear downstairs and return shortly with one
in his mouth. He also tells of chipping ,nine iron shots at
him from a distance 0f about ·. 25 feet and having the dog
catch the better aimed shots in his :teeth.
Sparky's childhood was apparently pretty much as
Schulz depicts Charlie BroWn. He considered school a harsh
and ' strict jail. While he 'did ,skip one grade, , he later
atoned for that by flunking another a year or two later. He
also claims to have been a very uns~ccessfulathlete,often
playing on poor teams. ,He still remembers the time , his
baseball team was beaten 25 to 1.
Sparky, an only child, was and still is, very shy;
for example, he did not have his first date until two years
after graduating from high school. He never did get to
college, being drafted into the Army in 1943, ironically,
the very week his mother died.
He was assigned to the 20th
Armored Division and eventually became a machine gun squad
leader, taking part in the liberation of Dachau and Munich.
Just before going into the armed forces, he met a minister
of the Church of God, at his father's barber shop in st.
Paul, Minnesota. This minister was to exert a strong influence
on , his life after the war.
To quote Schulz, "On coming back from the Army, I
began to attend services at his little church. We had an
active group of young people; all of us were in our twenties
and we began to study the Bible together.
The more I thought
about the matter during those study times, the more I
realized that I really loved God.
I recognized the fact that
He had pulled me through a depression in which I had been
torn apart from everything I knew, and that He had enabled
me to survive so many experiences".
This strong religious
motivation in Charles Schulz' life, very frequently shows
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up in his work.
In 1946, Schulz landed a job lettering a comic
magazine and later did some teaching at a Minneapolis art
school. He did over come his shyness long enough to ask
Joyce Halverson, a sister of one of the instructors, for a
date and not long afterward they were married. Two years
later, in 1948, he sold his first cartoon to the Saturday
Evening Post. It pictured a smug little boy, sitting on
the end of a chaise lounge, with his feet propped on a
footstool, a forerunner of the symbolism to come " A;ha~I-()f
gtving children an adult pose. Not l.ong after this, he was
hired to do a weekly cartoon panel in the St. Paul Pioneer
Press. It was entitled, "L'il Folks", and some of the
forerunners of the present· day Peanuts p'e rsonali ties could
be seen emerg~ng. It died, however, in less than a year.
After a number of other rejections, United Features Syndicate
picked up "L'il Folks" and renamed it "Peanuts" in 1950.
This name change was definitely contrary to the wishes of
Schulz, who thought that the title "L'l Folks" gave the strip
more dignity and significanc.e . Be that a's it may, he was
off to a good start and has had nothing but success ever
since. One of the first strips established a pattern which
is seen frequently today; Hattie, a forerunner of the present
day, Lucy, is walking down the street, singing, "Little girls
are made of sugar and spice and everything na.ce". In the
third panel, she spies Charlile Brown and slugs him, giving
him a black eye. The fourth panel shows her continuing - on
he.r mer.ry way and finishing the verse, ' "And that's what little
girls are . made of' .
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,Within the first year, Schulz' salary for cartooning
went from $90 to $1,000 a month. Peanuts currently appears
in 900 newspapers in the United States and Canada and another
100 abroad, altogether being read by an estimated 90 million
people. Today, he makes well over a half million dollars
a year from his combined enterprises, which includes the
sales of Peanuts books, pillows, napkins, games, dolls,
tee-shirts, much advertising on televiSion, and an infinite
variety of other enterprises. The details are all handled
by an agency, but Schulz insists that all ideas originate
with him. There are those who have felt he has gone too
commercial, but if anything, the strip itself seems to have
improved with age. Certainly, his styl.e of drawing and the
poignancy of his satire has sharpened with the years and the
characters themselves have undergone very little change.
He is a master cartoonist in employing simple techniques
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for getting across facial expression and meaning. A mouth
is seldom more than a curved line or a short dash, while eyes
are usually just dots, yet the expression is unmistakable.
This past summer our family took a trip to the
west coast and were visiting friends in the Bay area, just
prior to July 4th. This family is a mirror image of burs;
that is to say our five girls, ranging from 16 to 7, are
matched by their five boys of approximately the sa~e ages.
On the morning of July 4th, all 14 of us set off for the
1i ~'Urs _~ -drive to Sebastopol to visit the Schulz family.
We
arrived late in the morning, at 2162 Coffee Lane, a secluded
street on the outskirts of Sebastopol, California, population
3,000, where we were heartily welcomed by his family. The
luxurious 28 acre grounds is referred to by Schulz as the
"Coffee Grounds". A mutual -doctor friend and ' golf fanatic,
was also present,and after the first greetings, the four
men set off for the private golf course, leaving the women
and mildren to their own devices.
-.

After a ' short walk, we , arrived at a beautifully
manicured four hold course, all par three holes, ranging
in length from 120 to 200 yards. Schulz is an inveterate
golf player and when asked on one occasion what he would
rather be than a successful cartoonist, he replied,
"National Open golf champion". He plays in the annual Bing
Crosby Pro-Amateur Tourname~t but has never done particularly
well in this -two man ' team event. This is due mainly to the
poor play of the professionals he has drawn for partners,
since he has had nothing but a succession of unknowns who
usually have not played as well as he has. He says wistfully
that some year he hopes to be paired with a pro who can
break 80.
When around competitive events and people, Sparky
undergoes a transformation from a Casper Milktoast type to
an aggressive competitor . :Upon arriving at the first tee
of his private course, he announced that the course record
was -ll and that he was co~holder of the record. This was
put out in the form of an unmistakable challenge. I might
say that the course record was still 11 after our round, but
Schulz had once more equalled it. It is a beautiful layout
with very tight fairways and moderate si~ed greens. I have
never seen finer grass, truer gre~ns, or : in general, a
better kept golf establishment. It must have the highest
maintenance rate per player of any course in the world since
the only play is by Schulz, his family, andan occasional guest,
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with play averaging less than three persons per day, despite
ideal weather almost the year around.
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After the golf we all paused for a picnic lunch.
This gave us a chance to see the spacious ranch house and
a separate building containing an elaborate studio where
all of his work is done. His three daughters and two sons,
ranging in age from 8 to 17 , along with 5 cats , 5 dogs, 7
horses, 7 ducks, and many fish, live on the estate. The
gravel road has a sign-post marked, Charlie Brown Boulevard " .
There i s also a spacious swimming pool, riding stable,
tennis court, and of course, a baseball diamond. Sparky
explained that there is always something being built on
the property. While we were viSiting, a magnificent miniature
golf course was nearing completion. It has scale miniature
reproductions of the White House, medieval castles complete
with moats and draw-bridges, intermingled with elaborate
boxwood planting, and water hazards all skillfully integrated
into the trick putting course.
Schulz employs no ghost writers. He does all his own drawing
as well as writing, and usually can do a week's work in a
single day. He has also written every word of thre thirtyminute TV specials shown in the past two years, as well as
another hour and a half TV snecial which will soon appear.
He had been concerned that the Charlie Brown musical would
not be able to capture the same mood as the comic strip, but
by personally approving all skits, he has been satisfied with
this production too. Of these outside activities he says,
"I don't mind how the Peanuts idea is used, as long as I
feel it has come directly from my head". He receives about
500 letteTs a week, some of praise, but more of complaints
and suggestions. Since three ophthalmologists were present
the day of our visit, one of whom he considers his best
friend, Dr. Ward Wick,of ' nearby Santa Rosa, California, he
told of the reac tion to a series of strips involving ophthalmology which appeared a year or two ago. Some of you may
remember when Linus was patched for his "amblyopia exanopsia".
This fancy medical term was used in the comic strip, for the
commonly used lay term of "lazy eye". Linus, wearing a
pirat ~ 's patch, would announce to one and all, when asked
why he was wearing a patch, that he was being treated for
"amblyopia exanopsia". The punch line of another cartoon
was Charlie Brown asking Linus, "And what does your ophthalmologist think of the world situation?" After the series
based on ophthalmology had run about two weeks, Schulz received
a number of letters of complaint from the optometrist group,
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which felt that he was discriminating against them by publicizing ophthalmology. He claims not to be influenced by
such critical letters. On many other subjects he gets
similar critical mail, mostly of the crank variety but
occasionally the syndicate will insist upon certain changes
to avo.id too much public outcry. Schulz, like most cartoonists,
is very sensitive about c:e .nsorship but sometimes bows to it.
One syndicate editor is quoted as s~ying some of the more
spirited cartoonists kick and squirm and that Schulz bucks
as much as any. Recently" United Features ·obj ected to several
sequences in which Linus' blanket attacked other children.
That's monster stuff, claimed their President, and Schulz
did indeed put aside several of these strips.
Psychiatry, like theology plays a prominent role
in Peanuts. The psychiatry, a sort ofhome-made variety,
definitely comes from his own intuition and not from medical
books, but about theology he is something of .a book-worm.
Despi te the penetrating meaning o.f many of his strips" he
does not lose sight of the f ,a ct that cartooning is drawing
funny pictures. Neither .he nor his wife .drinks · or .swears.
Oharlie Brown's strongeBt oath is "Good grief!" ,. or an
occasional "Rats", and so it is with Schulz. .He feels that
one of the responsibilities of a ~omic strip artist is to
maintain decency -and high moral values. · These qualities
are particularly ' well demonstrated in his best-selling book,
"Happiness isa Warm Puppy", publishe.d in 1963 when wq.,ves
of smut were sweep'ing the country.
T·o return to .the events of our day at "The Ooffee
Grounds"; after the :picnic lunch, all hands re.ported to the
softball field where teams were chosen, including even our
seven year old daughter. It was much like Oharlie Brown's
team except that no dog played in the field as Snoopy does.
Bases were' positioned on a "sandy ·~infield. Scl+ulz explained
that this was so that one W uld ' not get skin abrasions while
sliding. I thought he was kidding until on his first time
at bat, he hit a sharp line drive, which resulted in his
sliding into second base on a close play,jarringthe ten
year old son of my Golleague. This was a preamble of what
was to come. Sparky Schulz plays baseball ·the same 'way Lucy
tells Oharlie Brown to play. "Grit your teeth and go all
out". Later in the game, Schulz hit a long ball to tl+e
outfield and ran it out as fast as 'he could for a home run.
When his team was in f ill:eld, there was a constant line of
chatter from his posit.i on .at third b.ase. I distinctly remember
his eleven year old son, who bats left-handed, laying down
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a beautiful drag bunt and beating it out, much to his father's
delight. The hard-fought game wound up in a 7 to 7 tie after
which, as a friendly opponent, I offered our host a handshake
which he promptly spurned. I presume this was mostly in jest,
but I had the distinct feeling that he was not at all
satisfied with the tie score.
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Seeing Schulz today is not entirely compatible
with picturing him as a Charlie Brown type as a child,
although this image has been universally accepted and so
stated by Schulz himself. He is of medium height, of slender
build, with pleasant features, including crew-cut graying
hair. He certainly is a rough competitor, be it softball,
golf, or creating comic strips, and yet one can see that at
a more tender age, his sensitivity and vulnerability may
have been his dominant characteristics.
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While Schulz likes the seclusion of his estate,
he does express concern about the luxury in which he lives,
and worries about whether his children will grow up to be
able to cope with the outside world. There is reason to
believe that his children are having some difficulty adjusting. His two younger girls did not participate in any group
activity, including the softball game, nor were they
hospitable to our girls of their age; for instance, they would
not share their ' ponies nor communicate wi th their' ~ young
guests. The boy, who did play in the softball game, was
very shy and retiring, undoubtedly like Sparky as a boy.
The 17 year old daughter has had at least her share of teenage adjustment problems, apparently in rebellion against the
cloistered life of the family_ She has been sent off to a
Swiss boarding school.
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As we were saying "goodbye", my oldest daughter
asked Schulz for his autograph. Picking up a nearby tablet
of paper, he dashed off a perfect Snoopy in about thirty
seconds, and signed it • . The actual technique of cartooning
does not require much time for a polished artist like Schulz
but he does confess to being short on ideas at times. He
relies heavily on the everyday life about him, but credits
Time Magazine with being an unusually good s,ource. He is the
only cartoonist to win a Reuben twice (The National Cartoonist's
Society Award comparable to the film industries' Oscar).
Several years ago, "The Gospel ,According to Peanuts", by
Robert L. Short, appeared. This is a detailed account of
what Mr. Short feels is the profound Christian meaning buried
in the abundant humor of Peanuts. Schulz is an admirer of
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"The Gospel According to Peanuts", but is bothered when people
ask him what his characters signify. As he says, "Everything
I have to say is in my strip; if people still need explanations
I have failed".
'
In the country area near Sebastopol, Charles Schulz
leads a very quiet life. He does not enjoy crowds arid in
large groups of people he is uncomfortable. As a member of
the Santa Rosa Golf Club, he claims to know no more than 12
members by name; "I'm just not a hail fellow well met", he
says. While adult guests are rarely encouraged to visit
"The Coffee Grounds", groups of children are often entertained,
and once or twice weekly softball games go on the year
round. Schulz is a member of the conservative scripture
oriented Protestant denomination called the Church of God,
and keeps a 12 volume set of the interpreters ' Bible in his
studio for reference. He teaches an adult Sunday-school
class and frequently weaves theological quotations into his
public speaking appearances.
Commenting . on his own characters, he says that
Charlie Brown is a victim of his own weaknesses, and is
wishy-washy, but that doesn't mean that he isn't likeable.
After all, we all have our faults. Of Lucy, he says she is
not as smart as she thinks she is, but just beneath her
surface there is something tender, and perhaps, if you
scratch' deeper you'd find she is even worse than she seems.
Her brother, Linus, is definitely depicted as the brightest
of the Peanuts. His big weakness is his overwhelming need
of his security blanket. Many sequences have their origin
in this theme. Just in the past several weeks, all sorts
of plots have been schemed by Lucy to separate Linus from
his blanket. Once Linus was enticed to give it up in a deal
with his grandmother, who gave up smoking in return. This
led to a number of situations in which Linus was terribly
unhappy and insecure without his blanket and in which he has
tried desperately to recover it . . In one scene he says, "I
can't live without my blanket - where is my blanket? - I've
got to have it". Lucy says, "Nothing doing, if Grandma can
give up smoking, you can give up your blanket". "Tell her
the deal's off, tell her to start smoking again, tell her
anything!". "Are you crazy? She'd never do that, she's too
strong-minded". And the final panel shows Linus with a very
sad face, saying, "Why couldn't Grandpa have married a wishywashy woman?"
Charles Schulz is certainly the leader of a new
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and refreshing element in the comic strips of today. Some
of the funnies are again becoming funny with a number of
simple single episode strips such as B. C., Miss Peach, and
Beetle Bailey, in welcome contrast to the soap opera fare
that has been so prevalent. Schulz is a true artist with a
sincere message about the basics of life presented in a
skillful and frequently humorous way. I would paraphrase
the title of his play to say of my friend, "You're a good
man, Charlie Schulz".
Taylor Asbury
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